Solute-solvent interactions having chemically interesting consequences manifest themselves in many spectroscopic measurements. A study of such interactions requires the ability to perform dilute gas phase measurements that can serve as a reference standard for the optical properties of the "isolated" solute molecule. However, vapor phase measurements are not always feasible; hence, the concept of the "inert" solvent is widely employed. Briefly, one hopes to find a solvent in which, aside from unavoidable changes such as a variation in bulk dielectric constant, the molecular species of interest is in an environment that does not differ too markedly from that in the gas phase. For example, in spectroscopic studies of hydrogen bonding with alcohols, a hydrocarbon solvent such as hexane has been used' as such a reference medium.
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In connection with our recent work2' 3on the temperature dependence of circular dichroism (C.D.), we have observed a number of solvent effects' that have forced us to reappraise our estimations as to what might constitute an "inert" solvent. Our understanding of these effects is far from complete. Hence, our interpretative remarks can only be qualitative, but we feel that the observations themselves are of sufficient interest to merit mention at this time, especially since they also bear on recent optical rotatory dispersion (O.R.D.) 4 A Simple Case-Presence of a Single, Optically Active Species.-The simplest situation which could arise in solution is that of a single molecular species. In this case, ROT is effectively independent of temperature. This is apparently true in cholestan-3-one (I) in EPA (ether-isopentane-alcohol) in the temperature interval2 of +250 to -192 0C. In this range of temperatures, RoT calculated3 from equation (1) changes by less than 3%.
For experimental reasons, such low-temperature C.D. studies are restricted to a few solvents. However, if one extrapolates from the above results in EPA that there are no significant conformational alterations at room temperature in most common solvents, one can note the effect of solvation brought about by solvents of different character upon the same molecular framework (I). These data are collected in Table 1 . It will be noted that the differences are of the order of one unit of rotational strength, as they are, in fact, in 5a-androstan-16-one (II) (Ro298 = -15.7 X 10-40 in cyclohexane and -17.8 X 10-40 in chloroform), for which lack of conformational mobility in EPA has also been demonstrated.2 However, because II shows the typical,7 strong Cotton effect of such fused cyclopentanones, while cholestan-3-one (I) exhibits a comparatively weak one, the effect of solvent change is apparently drastic for I and of minor significance for II on a percentage scale. On an absolute basis, the differences are actually very similar in magnitude. The absorption band (Fig. 1) 
FIG. 1.-Circular dichroism
We emphasize here that, although a simple con-curves (EPA) at 250, -50, _-90, -740, and -1920C, as formational equilibrium is presupposed, we do not as-well as the ultraviolet absorpsume the absence of solvation, but merely that the ex-tion spectrum (EPA) at 250C of (+ )-trans-2-chloro-5-methtent of such solvation is effectively constant over the ylcyclohexanone (III). temperature range covered.
Equilibria Associated with Solvation.-Like conformational equilibria, solvation equilibria can lead to a variety of species in solution. For example, the rigid bicyclic compound isofenchone (IV), kindly provided by Dr. A. Rassat,4 can undergo no radical conformational change. Yet examination of its C.D. curve (Fig. 2) in methanol-ethanol (1:4) at room temperature clearly shows the presence of at least two different species with rotational strengths of opposite sign. The different bands could be indicative of dimerization, but in view of the high hydrogen-bonding power of the solvent, it seems more reasonable to postulate the simultaneous presence of solvated and unsolvated molecules which absorb at slightly different wavelengths and which have rotational strengths of opposite sign. Further evidence for solvation can be derived from temperature studies. As the temperature is lowered from 25 to -74°C, the short-wavelength (solvated) band grows at the expense of the long-wavelength (unsolvated) band (see Fig. 3 ).
Camphor (V), although rigid, also shows a variation (see Fig. 3 ) in RoT with temperature. Again, a solvation equilibrium seems the most reasonable explanation. For such a solvation process, it is expected that AFO itself is a function of temperature, as can be reasonably deduced3 from the experimental C.D. curves (Fig. 3) .
It should be pointed out that postulation of a solvation equilibrium is not original with the present authors. Pariaud'1 was led to precisely the same conclusion from studies of variation in the specific rotation of camphor (V) at a few wavelengths with changes in temperature, concentration, and solvent. Moreover, he determined the melting point curves of camphor in cyclohexane, carbon tetrachloride, and benzene, all of which indicated the formation of weakly bound addition compounds between solute and solvent. That cyclohexane is not an "inert" solvent is perhaps surprising, but nevertheless is in accord with the C.D. data.12 In this connection, it is pertinent to note that cholestan-3-one (I) in isopentane-methylcyclohexane (5:1) exhibits not only a temperature-dependent R0T, but also a blue shift and loss of fine structure at lower temperatures (see Fig. 4 ). temperature dependence is most probably the result of both conformational and salvational equilibria. Another case not simply interpretable5 is that of lupan-3-one (VII). The C.D. data ( Fig. 6 ) in EPA are virtually independent of temperature from 25 to -41°a nd hence are indicative of a fairly static population distribution in this temperature range. This is in accord with what has been observed'4 by nuclear magnetic resonance measurements, albeit for a different solvent. However, below -41°t here is a marked decrease in the magnitude of the C.D. curve in the short wavelength region. The presence of the relatively widely separated C.D. extrema of opposite sign is again indicative of at least one solvation equilibrium, although the C.D. behavior below -410 shows the situation to be complicated by still further equilibria.
